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a b s t r a c t 

Large superelastic deformation in ferroelastic-ferroelectrics (FMs) is a complex phenomenon involving 

multiple mechanisms operating simultaneously. Understanding how these mechanisms contribute corpo- 

rately is critical to apply this useful property to the intrinsically brittle FMs, which can therefore display 

both excellent functional and mechanical performance. Here, we have directly observed and quantitatively 

analyzed in situ in a transmission electron microscope the three main mechanisms of twinning domain, 

phase transformation and mobile point defect contributing to extremely large superelastic deformation 

in single-crystal BaTiO 3 (5.0% strain) and Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 -PbTiO 3 (10.1% strain). Our results reveal the 

hierarchical origin of large recoverable strain in “brittle” FMs. 

© 2019 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Ferroelastic-ferroelectrics have attractive next-generation ap- 

lications such as flexible/wearable electronic devices, piezoelec-

ric generators and mechanically-written high-density memory 

1–4] which requires both functional and mechanical performance.

hile FMs are intrinsically brittle, there exist promising mecha-

isms that can achieve large recoverable strains through domain

volution and phase transformations [1,5,6] . For example, the fer-

oelastic twinning domain in BaTiO 3 contributes a strain (also

alled rubber-like strain) up to 1% (i.e. c / a -1, c and a are lat-

ice parameters) [7] . Phase transformations can introduce even

igher strain, e.g. 5% for BiFeO 3 through the morphotropic phase

oundary transformation [8] . The superelastic deformations with

imultaneously twinning domain and phase transformation en-

ble huge recoverable strains, e.g. the 13% one in shape mem-

ry alloy Fe-Ni-Co-Al-Ta-B [9] . More, there are also reports on the
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urprisingly flexible nanometer FMs, in which twinning domain

nd phase transformation contribute accompanying with size ef-

ect [2,8,10] . Notably, in FMs the stress-induced domain evolutions

nd phase transformations are closely correlated, often resulting

n complex hierarchical structures. As known, the multiple-phase-

oexisting structures through morphotropic/thermotropic phase 

oundary transformation display mixed types of domain arrange-

ents (corresponding to the different phases) [8,11,12] . And the

ery small bundle domains (high hierarchy twinning domains)

row inside a simple twinning domain as the multiple-axial stress

oading dramatically increased [13–15] . Owing to the complex hi-

rarchical microstructures, it is still challenging to understand

he large superslastic deformation mechanisms in FMs. The do-

ain mobility, the distributions of local strains and mobile point

efects, and the growth of the bundle domain and multiple-phase-

oexisting structures are all in long-time controversial [7,11–13,

6–21] . Without direct in situ observations of the full superelastic

eformation process with multiple-scale measurements, most pre-

ious researches only showed average characteristics, with many

ritical local features completely obscured in observations of en-

embles. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the in situ TEM setup. It allows sample rotation for observation along different directions. The pillar’s top and bottom electrodes are electrically 

shorted during mechanical loading, to avoid strong depolarization and charging influences. (b) Lattice models for tetragonal phase BaTiO 3 : three-dimensional view (upper) 

and side-view (lower). P S denotes spontaneous polarization. (c) The local domain and strain distributions in the BaTiO 3 pillar under slight bending. Each zoomed-in dark-field 

observation is for the region framed by the same color. Each 4D-STEM strain mapping (axial strain εxx mapping, with the corresponding domain patterns besides) is for its 

nearby white-framed region. To ensure a uniform orientation for dark-field TEM and 4D-STEM, we investigated the bending pillar section by section (nearly straight for each 

section). The 4D-STEM mapping step is 2 nm. The 180 ° domain walls are those between a and –a , or c and –c domains. (d) The local domain and strain distributions in the 

BaTiO 3 pillar under further heavy bending. The scale bar in (d) is 500 nm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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In this study, we chose free-standing single-crystal BaTiO 3 sub-

micrometer pillar as a model system to investigate the large su-

perelastic deformations in FMs. Single-crystal Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 -

PbTiO 3 (PMN-PT) was chosen for further verification. The in situ

transmission electron microscope (TEM) setup (see Fig. 1 (a)) and

sample preparation avoid any clamping effects and leave the sam-

ple essentially defect free except for the intrinsic mobile point de-

fects. We focus on the stress-induced domain evolutions and phase

transformations, instead of those triggered by radiation, thermal

or charging effects [22] . Here the sample size (sub-micrometer) is

far above the threshold ( ∼10 nm level for BaTiO 3 [23] ) of a size-

driven structural phase transformation, which can cause significant

changes in mechanical properties [24] . To directly study the de-

formation mechanisms in situ , we took advantage of high preci-

sion nanomechanical loading devices and recent advances in elec-
ron optics and direct-electron-detectors to perform four dimen-

ional scanning transmission electron microscope (4D-STEM, with

.1% precision, applicable from unit-cell to micrometer scale) study

25] and rapid atomic imaging [26] while the samples were under

oad. 

. Experimental 

.1. Sample preparation 

The bulk BaTiO 3 and PMN-PT single crystals were purchased

rom Daheng Company and Siccas Companies at Shanghai, China,

espectively. We fabricated the free-standing single-crystal sub-

icrometer pillars by Focused Ion Beam (FIB), with the pillar axis

long the main bulk crystal orientation [001] (see Fig. 1 (a),(b). In
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well as cationic outward motion of 0.11 and 0.06 A for Ba and Ti 
act, there are always multiple-domain structures in bulk single

rystals). To avoid strong ion-beam damage during the early FIB

reparation period with strong beam currents, the samples were

oated with protective Pt layers first. After FIB preparation with

a ion beam, we further cleaned the samples’ surfaces by using a

anomill with Ar ion beam. 

.2. Characterization methods 

TEM investigations were carried out by using a probe and imag-

ng Cs-corrected (S)TEM from FEI providing sub-atomic resolution

TEAM I at NCEM) equipped with a direct-electron-detector (K2-

S, Gatan) with a size of 1920 × 1792 pixels and a high speed of

p to 1600 frames/second. In situ mechanical testing was carried

ut using a picoindenter holder (PI-95, Hysitron). In addition, two

ore TEM (a Titan, FEI and a JEM-3010, JEOL) were used. All TEM

bservations were carried out at 300 kV. The dark-field TEM obser-

ations were performed with the diffraction g = 404. To limit the

nfluence of the electron beam, we performed TEM observations

sing a low current density ( ≤10–2A/cm 

2 ), and STEM including

D-STEM measurements were performed within a few seconds un-

er a beam current ≤35pA. High-pressure Raman scattering mea-

urements on single crystals were performed on a Renishaw inVia

aman Spectrometer system with a diamond anvil cell [27] . 

.3. Simulations 

Phase-field simulations and HRSTEM image simulations see

upplementary materials. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Domain evolution and mobile point defect pinning 

Fig. 1 (c),(d) and Movie S1 (in supplementary materials) show

ighly mobile domains in an as-prepared single-crystal BaTiO 3 

illar under bending. By dark-field TEM observations and 4D-

TEM strain mapping, we found that for the slight bending case

 Fig. 1 (c)) there were mostly simple twinning domain patterns

composed of 90 ° domains and 180 ° domains), indicating that

he pillar endures mainly uniaxial stress [28,29] . Here the simple

winning domain size is 30–100 nm. For the heavy bending case

 Fig. 1 (d)), there were much smaller bundle domains (hierarchical

omains [13] with domain size down to a few nanometers) grow-

ng inside the simple twinning domains, to release the dramatically

ncreased multiple-axial (i.e. axial and radial) stresses [15] . No-

ably, the inhomogeneous local domains in hierarchical structures

re actually well integrated, adapting to the gradually changing lo-

al strains from the pillar’s more compressive side (with higher c

omain fraction and smaller domain size) to the other less com-

ressive or tensile side. And owing to these local microstructures,

he local strain distributions in the single-crystal pillar are inho-

ogeneous. It in turn promotes the inhomogeneous local domain

rowth and phase transformation. 

Interestingly, by very slow bending (strain rate ∼10 −4 s −1 , i.e.

eaching a 1% strain within 100 s. see the left inset in Movie S2)

e have achieved extremely large superelastic deformation (strain

.0%, which is close to the theoretically predicted maximum re-

overable strain, i.e. the maximum strain without triggering catas-

rophic dislocation nucleation and cracking which can cause ma-

erial failure in BaTiO 3 [5,30] ) in the as-prepared single-crystal

aTiO 3 pillars (with thicknesses from 100 nm to 400 nm), without

ntroducing any dislocation/cracking. Here, the local strain ε for the

ending pillar is calculated through the equation [31] 

 = R / ρ (1) 
here R is pillar radius and ρ is local bending curvature radius.

owever, if the loading strain rate is increased to ∼10 −2 s −1 (i.e.

eaching a 1% strain within 10 s, which is far from the threshold

ausing any high-strain-rate effect), the large strain ( ∼5.0%) can-

ot be achieved “safely” anymore (i.e. without triggering any dis-

ocation/cracking, see Movie S2). It implies that there is a time-

ependent mechanism (it works at the time scale of 100 s), which

lays a critical role in the large superelastic deformation. As shown

n Fig. 2 (a) and Movie S3, by in situ TEM investigations on the

ull deformation processes we have discovered an time-dependent

obile-point-defect-pinning effect (it works for 100 s or longer) in

he single-crystal BaTiO 3 pillar: For the case with strain rate ∼10 −2 

 

−1 (with ignorable pinning effect, see the first cycle in Movie S3),

he stress-induced domains in the pillar fully retract upon unload-

ng; However for the case with strain rate ∼10 −4 s −1 (with obvi-

us pinning effect, see the second cycle in Movie S3), the stress-

nduced domains have been well maintained after unloading. For

he later loading cycle, there is enough time for mobile point de-

ects (mainly V Ö for BaTiO 3 [7 , 32] ) to redistribute at the “new”

omain walls, acting as pinning centers (see Fig. 2 (b)) [7] . Low-

ngle-annular-dark-field (LAADF) and high-angle-annular-dark-field 

HAADF) HRSTEM observations [33] on the pinned domain walls

see Fig. 2 (c), Figure S1 and Figure S2) further show that besides

he accumulated mobile point defects there are no other pinning

enters such as dislocations or planar defects, which actually can-

ot be induced by the low stress (75 MPa). Here, the bent/strained

erroelastic domain walls (i.e. the “highways” for V Ö redistribu-

ion [34] ) greatly enhance the pinning effect (see Fig. 2 (b)). They

ave overcome the slow V Ö diffusion ( τD = 1.14 × 10 9 s) and drift-

ng ( τμ = 1.61 × 10 5 s) in BaTiO 3 [32] , which are responsible for the

low traditional aging processes by thermal or electrical loading

hours or even days are needed) [1 , 7] . Of course, size effect also

ontributes to an easier domain pinning, owing to the much lower

omain wall energy for the smaller domain size ( γ ∝ λ2 , γ is do-

ain wall energy and λ is domain size [18] ). In addition, the elec-

ron beam radiation effect here (with a low beam current density

10 −2 A/cm 

2 , and a short observation/probing time of a few sec-

nds) causes only weak influences [22] . In fact, under such low

eam current the local oxygen vacancy distribution in the insen-

itive FMs like BaTiO 3 and SrTiO 3 can be quantitatively studied by

sing high resolution TEM/STEM [33 , 35] . They indicate that the mi-

ration of oxygen vacancies by electron beam should be very weak

n this work. 

Importantly, the enhanced mobile-point-defect-pinning effect 

hanges both domain structuring and phase transformation (it

ill be discussed next) [11 , 12] . It strongly limits the domain side

rowth and merging, changing the typical domain growth way of

ucleation, forward growth, side growth and merging step by step

36] into another way mainly through domain nucleation and for-

ard growth (see Figure S3). As a result, it maintains the high-

ensity domain walls and phase boundaries, in fact enabling the

ierarchically structuring in FMs. The motion and inhomogeneous

istribution of point defects greatly contributes to the large su-

erelastic deformation, which is intimately-coupled with the do-

ain evolution and phase tranformations. Balke and Halinin et al.

ave reported large reversible local strains (i.e. changes in local

olume) in LiCoO 2 that is caused by point defect drifting during

he electrical cycling [37] . Similarly, during the stress-induced hi-

rarchical domain evolution and phase transformation in BaTiO 3 ,

he formation of new domain walls (see Fig. 1 ) and the phase

oundaries (see Fig. 3 ) triggers V Ö redistribution and accumulat-

ng at the domain wall/phase boundary. The point defect itself can

ause a large recoverable strain (1% level) [38] : a V Ö in BaTiO 3 lat-

ice ( a = b = 3.996 Å, c = 4.036 Å) generates O inward atomic mo-

ion of 0.04 Å for the Ba-O and 0.15 Å for the Ti-O 2 layers, as
˚
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Fig. 2. A time-dependent mobile-point-defect-pinning effect. (a) Dark-field TEM observations of the domain pinning process under a slow compression loading (correspond- 

ing to the second cycle in Movie S3). The diamond tip is highlighted by white dotted lines. The right simplified models illustrate the corresponding domain structures in 

the pillar. (b) The phase-field simulation of the accumulated V Ö at the strained (bent) 90 ° domain walls. (c) The LAADF HRSTEM observation on the pinned domain walls 

(the red-framed one in (a)). The scale bar in (a) is 100 nm and in (c) is 2 nm, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. The stress-induced ultrathin multi-layered structures (highlighted by yellow arrows) which nucleate at pinned 90 ° domain walls as compression loading up (pillar 

shearing is induced). And there are also 90 ° and 180 ° domain evolutions, leading to corresponding dark-field TEM contrast changing. The two lower insets show the SAED 

patterns at a domain wall before and after the multi-layered structures’ emerging (the yellow-framed zoom-in views show the splitting diffraction spots), respectively. To 

clearly show the diffraction spots, we show only 1/4 of the full diffraction patterns. The scale bar is 50 nm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 4. Atomic resolution observation of the multiple-phase-coexisting structures nucleated at 90 ° domain walls. (a) A thin BaTiO 3 platelet under compression (shearing is 

induced). (b) The zoom-in observation on the platelet edge (corresponding to the same-shape blue frame in (a)), showing the pure domain walls (DW) and the ultrathin 

multi-layered multiple-phase-coexisting structures. (c) A further zoom-in on the multiple-phase-coexisting structures (corresponding to the same-shape red frame in (b)). 

(d) The phase-field simulation of the multiple-phase-coexisting structures (with Tetragonal (T) and Monoclinic (M) phases). (e) and (f) are the negative Cs ( −15 μm) HRTEM 

observations on the multiple-phase-coexisting structures, corresponding to the same-shape green and brown frames in (c) and (d), respectively. The phase boundaries 

between M and T phases are highlighted by dotted yellow lines in (f) and (e). For (3), the left and right black solid lines show lattice difference of the two phase: a 1.3% 

difference, i.e. a 0.2 unit cell’s difference for 15 unit cell. The scale bar is 500 nm for (a) and 5 ̊A for (e) and (f), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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toms, respectively [39] ; and the clustered oxygen vacancies prefer

o introduce local composition and phase structural transformation

33,35] , also leading to large strain. 

.2. Phase transformation and multiple-phase coexistence 

As expected, we found that stress-induced phase transforma-

ion was triggered in the single-crystal BaTiO 3 pillar as the load

as further increased. Fig. 3 shows that some ultrathin multiple-

ayered structures (highlighted by yellow arrows) nucleate and

hen grow at some 90 ° domain walls, as the local compression

tress reaching 520 MPa (the local stress is measured by 4D-STEM,

ee Figure S4. Here the BaTiO 3 pillar here is unavoidably sheared

nder the large compression). Notably, the 90 ° domain walls hardly

isplay any side growth or merge since they are pinned by mobile

oint defects [13,32] . Considering the morphology of the ultrathin

ultiple-layered structures which is obviously not belong to any

ype of the nine bundle domain arrangements (for tetragonal phase

aTiO 3 ) [13] , as well as the unique growth way (without grow-

ng into twinning domains [14,36] ), we suggest that the ultrathin

ultiple-layered structures are neither simple domain nor bundle

omain structures. In good agreement, the selected area electron

iffractions (SAED, in two lower insets of Fig. 3 ) show that a mono-

linic phase has been induced [12] , displaying the splitting diffrac-

ion spots besides the 90 ° domains’ (for tetragonal phase BaTiO ). 
3 
To confirm the phase transformation at atomic scale, we ion-

olished a BaTiO 3 pillar into a thin platelet ( ∼18 nm thick at its

dges, suitable for high-resolution observations) and compressed it

pillar shearing was induced) until the ultrathin multiple-layered

tructures emerged ( Fig. 4 (a),(d)). Sub-atomic resolution HRTEM

bservation ( Fig. 4 (e)) shows the lattices difference of the two

hases (tetragonal (T) and monoclinic (M) ones), which agrees well

ith the SAED ( Fig. 3 ) and phase field simulation ( Fig. 4 (d)) results.

ere the M phase should be a bridging phase at the tetragonal-

rthorhombic thermaltropic phase boundary [12] . And thanking to

he negative Cs HRTEM observations which can distinguish 0.1 °
evel local crystal orientation tilting in BaTiO 3 owing to the sen-

itive relative image shifting between the oxygen and Ba/Ti [40] ,

ig. 4 (f) reveals the high-density domain walls and phase bound-

ries in multiple-phase-coexisting structures (averagely a few unit

ells width). It contributes to large deformation through the three-

imensional local shearing [41] . 

According to Samara, for the BaTiO 3 bulk crystal the tetragonal-

rthorhombic phase boundary at 520 MPa should be −5 °C [42] ,

hich is a lower temperature than relevant for this work (15 °C).

ere, owing to the multiple-nanodomain and multiple-phase

tructures, the phase boundary can be extended to ∼100 K, in-

tead of a very sharp onset [12,43] . Moreover, it has been re-

ently confirmed that there is a monoclinic bridging phase (Mc)

t the tetragonal-orthorhombic phase boundary: The multiple-

hase coexistence at this phase boundary actually displays
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Fig. 5. (a) Raman spectra of a BaTiO 3 single crystal in a diamond anvil cell before 

and after slow cyclic compressions at 520 MPa. (b) The comparison Raman spectra 

of a BaTiO 3 single crystal measured at 200 K (rhombohedral-phase-dominated) and 

450 K (cubic-phase-dominated), respectively. 
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Fig. 6. A hierarchically-structured model for the large superelastic deformation in 

FMs. Here ‘MPC’ represents multiple-phase-coexisting structure and ‘MPD’ repre- 

sents mobile point defect. 
three possible cases: orthorhombic-monoclinic, orthorhombic-

monoclinic-tetragonal, and monoclinic-tetragonal [12] . Therefore,

the monoclinic-tetragonal phase coexistence at 520 MPa and 15 °C
is relevant for this work. 

To further verify this ‘unusual’ stress-induced phase transfor-

mation (compared to the ‘usual’ tetragonal-to-cubic one [44] ),

which has been reported to be related to the multiple-pathway

phase transformation or called phase re-entrance [21,45,46] , we

performed high-pressure Raman scattering study (by using dia-

mond anvil cell [27] ) on a BaTiO 3 single crystal at room temper-

ature. As shown in Fig. 5 (a), under cyclic compressions at 520 MPa

with strain rate ∼10 −4 s −1 (to introduce the enhanced mobile-

point-defect-pinning effect and local shearing deformation), the

Raman peaks’ variations of A 1 (TO 1 ) ( ∼240–270 cm 

−1 , its inten-

sity increases and width is broadened) and E(TO 4 ) ( ∼485 cm 

−1 ,

it emerges then gradually increases) indicate that a tetragonal-

orthorhombic thermaltropic phase boundary transformation has

been triggered [45–47] . Notably, here the Raman spectra show nei-

ther typical rhombohedral phase Raman peaks such as the E(TO 1 )

or TO 2 -LO 2 one (see the rhombohedral-phase-dominated Raman

spectrum measured at 200 K, in Fig. 5 (b)) [45–49] , nor the typ-

ical cubic phase Raman peaks which show obvious weakening

at A 1 (TO 1 ), TO 3 and LO 4 (see the cubic-phase-dominated Raman

spectrum measured at 450 K, in Fig. 5 (b)) [45,47–49] . Therefore we

conclude that there is little rhombohedral or cubic phase being in-

troduced after the cyclic compressions, in good agreement with the

above TEM studies. 
Importantly, the hierarchically-structured multiple-phase-

oexisting structures, i.e. the ultrathin multiple-layered structures,

re actually also hetero-structures by the alterative different

hases (see Fig. 4 (d)). The pinned domain walls at where the

tress-induced new phase nucleates subsequently become phase

oundaries, which are well stabilized by both the mobile-point-

efect-pinning effect and the multiple domain structures [12] .

he intrinsically metastable multiple-phase-coexisting structures

re thus stable. More, the concentration of the accumulated V Ö

t the domain walls or phase boundaries are only of ∼0.1%, even

fter the redistribution reaching the balance (see Fig. 2 (b). It is far

rom the threshold ( ∼7%) to cause any dislocation or planar defect

ucleation (leading to cracking/failure) [50] . Therefore, the ultra-

hin multiple-phase-coexisting structures in fact greatly promote

he ferroelastic strengthening effect [5,6] , effectively prohibiting

islocation/cracking nucleation and growth. 

.3. A hierarchically-structured model for the large superelastic 

eformation 

Based on above results, the extremely large superelastic de-

ormation in single-crystal FMs (e.g. 5.0% strain for BaTiO 3 ) un-

er the slow mechanical loading can be explained as follows:

irstly, nonlinear strains are directly provided by the domain

volution (1% strain for BaTiO 3 [7] ) and phase transformation

1.3% strain for BaTiO 3 [12,43] ), respectively. Secondly, under

he slow loading (e.g. strain rate ∼10 −4 s −1 ), the mobile-point-

efect-pinning effect is greatly enhanced since V Ö can be suf-

ciently redistributed to the stress-induced domain walls and

ct as pinning centers. As a result, the enhanced pinning ef-

ect strongly limits domains’ side growth and merging, lead-

ng to the hierarchically-structured domain (with much smaller

undle domains growing inside simple twinning domains, in-

tead of the large-size single domain through merging [36] ) and

ultiple-phase-coexisting structures (nucleate at the pinned do-

ain walls). Of course, the mobile point defect motion itself can

ntroduce large local recoverable strains (1% level). Thirdly, the

ltrathin domain and multiple-phase-coexisting hetero-structures

ramatically promote the ferroelastic strengthening effect [5,6] in

he single-crystal BaTiO 3 . On one hand, dislocation nucle-

tion inside an individual ultrathin domain or multiple-phase-

oexisting hetero-structure is strongly depressed. For example,

atthews-Blakeslee formula predicts that a 5.2% large elastic strain

s still ‘safe’ (i.e. without dislocation nucleation for both the main

islocation directions of < 100 > and < 110 > ) [30] for a 2.4nm-
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Fig. 7. (a) A 0.6 μm-thick single-crystal BaTiO 3 pillar with ultrathin domain and 

multiple-phase-coexisting structures through “mechanically engineering”, i.e. 50 cy- 

cles’ slow compressions (strain rate ∼10 −4 s −1 , at 520 MPa). (b) The phase field sim- 

ulation for the ultrathin domain and multiple-phase-coexisting structures. The scale 

bar in (a) is 1 μm. 
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t

hin layer (we chose the value since it is the thinnest one we

ave observed in this study) in the single-crystal BaTiO 3 do-

ain or multiple-phase-coexisting hetero-structures. On the other

and, although the domain walls or phase boundaries with high-

oncentration V Ö also cause cracking, for well crystallized single-

rystal BaTiO 3 it can be ignored since the accumulated V Ö are only
ig. 8. Large superelastic deformation of a 0.5 μm-thick single-crystal PMN-PT pillar unde

ions, showing the sub-micrometer domain structures (right) and the ultrathin multiple-p
f ∼0.1% concentration (see Fig. 2 (b)) which is far from the thresh-

ld ( ∼7%) to trigger any defect structure for failure [50] . We sug-

est that it is a fatigue problem only after long-time using. In sum,

he extremely large superelastic deformation (i.e. the extremely

arge recoverable strain) of the hierarchically-structured single-

rystal BaTiO 3 is provided by both the nonlinear part (through

omain evolution and phase transformation) and the greatly en-

anced elastic part (through ferroelastic strengthening effect). Ad-

itionally, the size effect should contribute to the large superelastic

eformation if the FMs’ size is below ∼10 nm level [1,23] . 

As shown in Fig. 6 , we present a hierarchically-structured

odel composing of simple twinning domains, much smaller bun-

le domains, and ultrathin multiple-phase-coexisting structures, to

llustrate the large superelastic deformation in ‘brittle’ FMs. Con-

eptually, no matter what size the single-crystal FMs are, the large

uperelastic deformation is achievable as long as the ultrathin do-

ain and multiple-phase-coexisting structures have been formed.

ncouragingly, the ultrathin domain and multiple-phase-coexisting

tructures are always available through the “proper” high stress

oading, since stress field is unscreenable in FMs [1] . As a verifi-

ation, a 0.6 μm-thick single-crystal BaTiO 3 pillar (see Fig. 7 , the

enter part of the pillar is too thick for electron beam transpar-

nt) has been “mechanically engineered” (i.e. introducing the ul-

rathin domain and multiple-phase-coexisting structures via slow

yclic compressions). 

Extremely large superelastic deformation is possible via bend-

ng. The relaxor PMN-PT has an ultra-small domain structure

owing to its ultralow domain wall energy) and morphotropic

hase boundary structure at room temperature, which can

herefore support large hierarchically-structured superelastic defor- 

ation [1,18,27] . It has previously been shown that even for bulk

ingle crystal PMN-PT, a large recoverable strain of 1.7% can be

easured [51] ). Here, we achieved a huge superelastic deformation

10.1% strain) in a 0.5μm-thick single-crystal PMN-PT pillar ( Fig. 8 ),

nder a slow bending (strain rate ∼10 −4 s −1 ). The magnified im-

ges inset in Fig. 8 show the sub-micrometer domain structures

nd the ultrathin multiple-phase-coexisting structures ( ∼nm wide)

12,52,53] ) inside the PMN-PT pillar, indicating that hierarchical

omain and phase transformation structures have been formed. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper, we studied the extremely large superelastic de-

ormation in single-crystal FMs, by using sub-atomic resolution in

itu TEM, Raman scattering equipped with a diamond anvil cell,

nd phase field simulation. The main conclusions are as follows: 

(i) The extremely large superelastic deformations (with 5.0%

strain for BaTiO 3 and 10.1% for PMN-PT, respectively) can
r a slow bending (strain rate ∼10 −4 s −1 ). The two insets are the magnified observa- 

hase coexisting structures (left), respectively. The scale bar is 500 nm. 
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be achieved in “brittle” single-crystal FMs through slow me-

chanical loading (strain rate ∼10 −4 s −1 ). 

(ii) During the large superelastic deformations, hierarchically-

structured simple twinning domains, much smaller bundle

domains and ultrathin multiple-phase-coexisting structures

have been introduced into single-crystal FMs. The ultrathin

hierarchical structures dramatically enhance the ferroelas-

tic strengthening effect. Here, the domain evolution, phase

transformation, mobile point defect, and the large elastic

deformation (without dislocation and cracking) corporately

contribute to the extremely large recoverable strain. 

(iii) An enhanced mobile-point-defect-pinning effect under the

slow loading is critical for the large hierarchically-structured

superelastic formation. The pinning effect strongly limits do-

main side growth and merging, subsequently drives the do-

main miniature and the ultrathin multiple-phase-coexisting

structures. Importantly, the point defect motion itself also

provides a 1% level large strain. 

(iv) Although size effect can contribute to superelastic defor-

mation in FMs, here the large hierarchically-structured su-

perelastic deformation is independent on sample size. It’s

valid as long as the ultrathin domain and multiple-phase-

coexisting structures have been introduced in FMs. 
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